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Abstract
Recent volatility in the prices paid to coffee farmers for green coffee has prompted re-
sponses from both Mexican smallholders and state institutions. Based on ethnographic 
data collected in central Veracruz, this paper investigates the simultaneous interaction 
of  state institutions and coffee farmers in mediating the commodity crisis.  We argue 
that the state’s mode of  planning in the coffee sector policy is based on strict neoliberal 
definitions of  farmer ‘viability’ and market efficiency and results in significant flaws in 
state-led development projects.  Six responses to low coffee prices – both within and 
independent from the context of  state intervention – are discussed in great detail to 
show that, for now, autonomous responses initiated by coffee producers appear to be 
more ‘viable’ livelihood strategies than the state-engineered solutions being promoted 
in the region.  
Keywords: coffee, rural livelihoods, neoliberalism, Mexico 

Resumen
La recién volatilidad en los precios pagados a los cultivadores de café verde provocó 
respuestas de minifundistas e instituciones estatales. Basado en datos etnográficos rec-
ogidos en Veracruz central, este estudio investiga la interacción simultánea de las institu-
ciones estatales y minifundistas en la mediación de la crisis en materias primas. Argumen-
tamos que la forma de planificación estatal referente a la política cafetera está basada en 
definiciones neoliberales muy estrictas en la “viabilidad” de los agricultores y eficiencia 
del mercado, de donde resultan defectos significativos en los proyectos dirigidos por el 
estado. Se discuten con detalle seis respuestas a los bajos precios del café, dentro e inde-
pendiente del contexto de la intervención estatal, para mostrar que, por ahora, las repues-
tas autónomas iniciadas por los productores de café parecen ser estrategias de sustento 
más viables que las soluciones estatales que se están promoviendo dentro de la región.
Palabras clave: café, sustentos rurales, neoliberalismo, México
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Introduction
Recent volatility in the world’s coffee markets has had a signifi cant impact on the 

world’s 25 million coffee producers, most of  whom are smallholders farming in the glob-
al South. The most abrupt downturn in coffee prices occurred in the late 1990s, triggered 
both by profound restructuring and liberalization of  the international coffee market. The 
implications of  these reforms, despite recent increases in the prices paid to producers 
for green coffee, have been far-reaching. In many countries throughout Latin America 
producers are not only facing a new international market structure but have been doubly 
impacted by neoliberal policy reforms at the national level, including the withdrawal of  
state-sponsored marketing channels, technical expertise and credit programs. Yet in many 
cases the federal government continues to exercise a great deal of  authority in rural ag-
riculture despite such reforms.  

 This is now the case in Mexico’s coffee sector. The state has retreated from 
its historical role as a market intermediary but has re-emerged to play a prominent if  
perhaps dramatically different role in the ongoing regulation of  coffee through develop-
ment projects that refl ect neoliberal concepts of  “agricultural viability.” In these projects, 
the state is reasserting its position in guiding the sector’s development and, in doing so, 
is coming into direct confrontation with farmers’ own the meaning of  “” to farmers and 
farmers’ own responses to low coffee prices and farmers’ own perceptions of  “viability”. 
The interaction between state institutions and coffee producers in response to the cur-
rent crisis merits deeper inquiry in order to understand how such macro-level changes 
affect actual landscapes and lives.  

 Geographers and other social scientists (O’Brien and Leichenko 2003; Eakin 
2003, 2005) have documented the increased economic vulnerability of  small-scale farm-
ers in the developing world as a result of  globalization processes. Scholars have also 
demonstrated the resilience of  rural households in the context of  swift socio-economic 
change and the increasing trans-nationality of  livelihood strategies that maintain rural 
social space through the sending of  remittances (Bebbington 2000; Bebbington and Bat-
terbury 2001; Klooster 2005). Little work has been done, however, to investigate how 
both rural farmers and institutions react simultaneously to a global commodity crisis.  In 
this article we ask: How is the form and function of  the coffee-regulating state apparatus 
changing as a result of  Mexico’s adoption of  neoliberal reforms? What development 
strategies have resulted from such changes? Finally, how have producers negotiated new 
livelihood strategies both in the context of, and autonomous from, public sector inter-
vention?  

In the following sections we address these questions through an examination of  
farmers’ responses to institutional change in the coffee sector in Veracruz. We illustrate 
how the state continues to regulate coffee production in central Veracruz through ap-
plying the problematic concept of  “viability” to the coffee landscape. We argue that the 
state’s strict defi nition of  agricultural viability and effi ciency requires the simplifi cation 
of  Veracruz’s complex coffee landscapes and livelihoods to formulae that are driven by 
institutional needs. Yet despite emerging fl aws in state-engineered projects, we argue that 
coffee producers in the region are developing unique livelihood strategies of  their own—
both in response to the economic shocks caused by the crisis and to fl awed development 
projects—demonstrating not only the adaptability of  rural households in the face of  
economic and institutional change, but also suggesting the limits of  state intervention.  

The production of  ‘viable’ farmers in Latin America
 Although classical economic theory suggests that neoliberal policies (such as 

privatization and removal of  trade barriers) should reduce government spending and 
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involvement in rural agriculture, recent scholarship has demonstrated the continuation 
of  state infl uence in rural economies, albeit often in new forms, in reformed, neoliberal 
Latin America (Barta 1996; de Janvry et al. 1997; Snyder 1999). Peck and Tickell (2002) 
describe this transition as a retreat from the “roll-back” deregulation characteristic of  ne-
oliberal policy in the 1980s, towards the “roll-out” neoliberalism of  the 1990s and today. 
While the “roll-back” period focused on dismantling social programs or state institutions 
seen as draining federal resources, the “roll-out” stage is characterized by active state-
building and the establishment of  new regulations to promote economic growth (Peck 
and Tickell 2002). This period of  “aggressive re-regulation” involves new forms of  state 
legislation, including development policies that aim to increase the “effi ciency” and “vi-
ability” of  small-scale farmers (Kay 1997). For example, Wilder (2002) demonstrates the 
continuation of  state involvement in marketing and price support programs for farmers 
in Sonora, Mexico, including the state’s promotion of  crop diversifi cation policies based 
on comparative advantage. Others, (see, e. g. Kay 1997 and Bebbington 1999, 2000) 
have shown how neoliberal concepts such as producer “viability” and “effi ciency” have 
become the basis for state-led development projects.  

 Small scale farmers’ “viability” often hinges on the state’s determination of  
their effi ciency in a competitive market. This effi ciency is in turn assumed from an esti-
mation of  farmers’ agricultural assets (e.g. landholdings and tenure, machinery and water 
access). For example, in post-Pinochet Chile, a large part of  the peasantry (by some 
accounts up to 50%) was deemed non-viable by the state and thus became the objects 
of  programs which aimed to facilitate their transition away from agriculture (Kay 1997). 
Based on goals of  enhancing productivity, similar statist “reconversion” projects imple-
mented elsewhere in Latin America have focused on shifting traditional farm practices 
and land-use patterns to more profi table activities, thus increasing the overall effi ciency 
of  small-scale farmers (Kay 1997; Bebbington 2000).  

Some argue that statist methods such as these, which reduce rural landscapes and 
producers to strict binaries such as viable/non-viable or effi cient/ineffi cient, are strate-
gies inherent to modern state authority (Scott 1998). According to Scott, landscapes, 
farmers, as well as entire societies, must be made “legible” to the state through processes 
of  categorization and simplifi cation, often at the expense of  ecological and social com-
plexity. Other social theorists have described the capitalist strategies of  the modern state 
as encaging “socioeconomic relations within an encompassing grid” (Brenner et al. 2003: 
10).  

In Veracuz, state agencies and other organizations are constructing and employ-
ing concepts of  viability and the “suitability” of  land for coffee production to make 
landscapes and producers legible, allowing for development projects that have signifi cant 
implications for coffee farmers and landscapes. Prior to discussing the ways producers 
and institutions have responded to the coffee crisis in Veracruz, however, it is necessary 
to contextualize the economic crisis in coffee and its impacts on producers.   

Coffee in the global economy 
 The abrupt changes in the global coffee market were triggered in the late 

1980s by a series of  reforms in the policies governing the international coffee trade. In 
1989, the long-standing International Coffee Agreement (ICA), which had served as a 
means of  negotiating coffee quotas and prices between member countries since 1962, 
was dismantled (Ponte 2002). Without this institutional framework for the commodity’s 
international regulation, countries began producing and exporting larger amounts of  
coffee, eventually fl ooding the market and leading to a dramatic decline in prices (Ponte 
2002). Overproduction—coupled with the expansion of  coffee cultivation in Vietna-
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m1and Indonesia with the support of  World Bank loans—resulted in a large surplus of  
green coffee on the international market, depressing prices even further. In January 1986, 
prior to the onset of  the crisis, the average price paid to producers for a 60-kilogram bag 
of  green coffee was U.S. $2.10.2 By January 2004, producers were earning a mere fi fty-
nine cents for the same 60-kilo bag. 

Social theorists (Larner 2003) remind us, however, that economic reforms and 
policies do not play out identically in all social spaces, but are complex and contested 
processes that work out differently upon diverse social terrains, each with its own unique 
history. In short, while policies and processes may have the appearance of  uniformity, 
their effects and outcomes are much more contingent on space and time. By examining 
the diverse practices that emerged in central Veracruz in the wake of  institutional and 
economic restructuring, this research helps deepen our understanding of  such economic 
transformations as complex and variegated processes. Prior to 1989, social relationships 
in Veracruz developed from historical connections between coffee lands, small-scale pro-
ducers and centralized authority. Now, we argue, relationships between the state agencies, 
society and nature are being transformed to produce new assumptions about landscapes 
and how to best manage them. 

Coffee in neoliberal Mexico
Statist development policies were the norm in Mexico during the Institutional 

Revolutionary Party (PRI) era, Mexico’s ruling party for over seventy years. During the 
several decades between the 1950s and early 1990s, the government’s primary goal was 
to encourage capitalist development and strengthen the state by devising ways to pro-
mote and integrate corporate sectors into the PRI-state apparatus, creating a state which 
Jonathan Fox (1992: 6) called, “one of  the most powerful and interventionist in Latin 
America”. In commercial agriculture (e.g. coffee, sugar, tropical fruits), state enterprises 
operated at every stage of  the production chain, providing credit, technical advice, in-
puts, and guaranteeing purchase at harvest (de Janvry et al. 1997).  

For coffee, producers relied on the Mexican Coffee Institute (INMECAFE), a 
parastatal agency that ran domestic quota systems based on state coffee production (Sec-
retaría de Economía 2005). INMECAFE ran extension programs to producers through-
out Mexico during the 1970s and 1980s, offering credit and resources which often pro-
moted industrial practices and Green Revolution technologies (Nestel 1995; Rice & Ward 
1996). Although criticized for its advocacy of  industrial coffee production what was both 
capital and input-intensive, INMECAFE provided various forms of  fi nancial and tech-
nical support to producers, while guaranteeing a decent price and secure market. Head-
quartered in Veracruz, with various sub-national offi ces, some argue that INMECAFE 
became more entrenched in Veracruz than in other coffee-producing states (Nolasco 
1985; Nestel 1995). Industrial coffee production rapidly expanded throughout the state 
during INMECAFE’s reign, as communities were encouraged to specialize in coffee to 
secure government-backed credit (Krippner 1997). Most Mexican producers were linked 
to the INMECAFE network; its infl uence and reach cannot be overemphasized.   

Following the 1982 oil crisis, Mexico began aggressive efforts to decentralize and 
limit state expenditures in agriculture and other subsidized sectors (Ochoa 1994). In 1989, 
the government dismantled INMECAFE as part of  these structural reforms. Designed 
by Mexican government technocrats promoting neoliberal ideologies and practices, the 
breakup of  INMECAFE was intended to decrease federal expenditures, deregulate the 
sector and inspire free-market activity. As INMECAFE dissolved, price-stabilization 
mechanisms, technical expertise, and government-controlled marketing channels for 
more than 200,000 small-scale producers quickly vanished, resulting in a 70% loss in 
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farm income (Krippner 1997; Snyder 1999).
Yet despite INMECAFE’s disappearance, the presence of  state infl uence in coffee 

production has continued, albeit in new forms, during the latest “roll-out” phase of  Mex-
ico’s liberalized coffee sector. In his analysis of  four state coffee industries in Mexico,3 
Snyder (1999) found that in the post-INMECAFE era the territorialization of  coffee 
regulation shifted from centralization at the national level to more regionally powerful 
institutions or producer organizations which, in some cases, were not entirely withdrawn 
from state support.  

Our research in Veracruz has demonstrated that the state has continued its in-
volvement in coffee production through the creation of  new institutional alliances and 
development schemes based on an institutional determination of  producer viability. The 
Consejo Veracruzano de Café (COVERCAFE), an agency managed by the state of  Vera-
cruz, now serves as the intermediary between the federal government and local produc-
ers. COVERCAFE essentially serves to implement national coffee policy developed by 
the Agricultural Ministry (SAGARPA) and the Consejo Mexicano del Café, a national or-
ganization formed by representatives from public agencies, industry and farmer groups, 
which emerged after the collapse of  INMECAFE. 

The programs channeled through these agencies to Veracruz farmers are based 
on relatively strict neoliberal defi nitions of  “viability” and “effi ciency,” and, moreover, 
hinge on the offi cial construction of  “legible” coffee producers and landscapes (Scott 
1998). Among the programs now being implemented in response to economic shocks in 
the state’s coffee industry is a “re-conversion” program, which aims to remove from the 
market coffee that is produced in areas considered “unsuitable” for high-quality produc-
tion. The next section explores how this program has evolved in Veracruz, in the context 
of  state strategies to simplify/reduce/reify producers and landscapes, thereby facilitating 
further intervention.  

Making it simple: creation of  legible landscapes
Since the commodity was introduced to Mexico via Córdoba, Veracruz in 1790, 

coffee has long been one of  Veracruz’s most important commodities. Stretching approxi-
mately 600 kilometers along Mexico’s Gulf  Slope, Veracruz is the third largest coffee-
producing state in Mexico in terms of  land cultivated, and second in the number of  
producers and volume produced (Moguel & Toledo 1999). The state’s coffee industry 
is mostly composed of  small-scale producers, 72% of  whom farm on parcels of  less 
than two hectares (INIFAP 1999). Located in the ecotonal zone between temperate and 
tropical climates, 95% of  central Veracruz’s coffee farms are shade-grown polyculture 
systems (INIFAP 1999).4  

In offi cial documents describing the government’s new approach to the rural sec-
tor, “viable” farmers, and thus the benefi ciaries of  public support programs, are identi-
fi ed as those with, or able to produce, a commodity surplus (SAGARPA 2006). SAG-
ARPA identifi es the “target population” for federal support as “low income producers” 
with “the potential to generate production surpluses, produce marketable goods with 
low or medium technical inputs and/or those with commercialization problems” (SA-
GARPA 2006). In relation to the coffee sector, SAGARPA documents also emphasize 
the importance of  producing high quality coffee beans in a competitive market and crop 
“reconversion” projects are identifi ed as an effective quality control strategy (SAGARPA 
2006). In 1999 the governor of  Veracruz deployed this neoliberal discourse of  producer 
“viability” in the creation of  a state development plan with sought to determine producer 
effectiveness based on comparative advantage5 and soil productivity (Gobierno del Es-
tado de Veracruz 1999). The plan proposed an analysis of  the environmental heterogene-
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ity of  Veracruz’s agricultural land, which would be used to guide development projects, 
including the conversion of  “unviable” coffee farms—or those producers without the 
ability to produce high quality coffee surpluses—to other crops. Prior to the execution 
of  such plans, however, coffee landscapes in the state had to be categorized according to 
their suitability for coffee cultivation. 

In 1999, the Central Gulf  offi ce of  Mexico’s public agricultural research insti-
tute, Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales Agrícolas y Pecuarias (INIFAP), with support 
from SAGARPA, created a map of  Veracruz, based on a geographic information system 
(GIS) to “assess the production potential of  Veracruz’s coffee lands” (INIFAP 1999). 
Central Veracruz – a region which includes the coffee producing zones of  Coatepec, 
Córdoba, Huatusco, Misantla, Tiapacoyan, and Zongolico – was of  particular concern to 
the institute, as this region accounts for 96% of  all land dedicated to coffee cultivation 
in the state (INIFAP 1999). According to INIFAP, the map was needed to “create an 
optimal plan for rural intervention,” as coffee producers in Veracruz were “increasingly 
vulnerable to price fl uctuations of  the international market” (INIFAP 2000: 3). The cri-
teria used to categorize land in relation to the environment’s “production potential” were 
based on fi ve environmental conditions considered “optimal” for coffee production: 
precipitation, slope, temperature, elevation, and soil conditions (INIFAP 1999). Andisol 
soil types, for example, were characterized as “well suited” for coffee cultivation, while 
luvisols only corresponded to “medium production potential.” Likewise, slopes between 
5-20% were considered ideal for coffee production, whereas slopes <5% or >40% were 
not (INIFAP 2000). Based on these attributes, all land within the state was placed into 
one of  three categories, according to its suitability for coffee cultivation:  good, medium, 
or unsuitable. In the Coatepec region, of  the 34,237 hectares in coffee production in 
1999, only 11,502 were deemed as having “good” production viability (INIFAP 1999). 
Based on the biophysical characterization of  the land’s suitability, farmers, by extension, 
were thus immediately categorized as viable or unviable in the eyes of  the state.

James Scott (1998) argues that attempts like this to categorize landscapes through 
discrete, mapable units are inherent strategies of  the modern state and aim to transform 
the environment into “legible” entities which easily facilitate state intervention. While 
the role of  environmental characteristics such as slope, soil and elevation are important 
determinants of  the variety of  coffee that can be cultivated and the ultimate quality of  
the coffee beans (Regalado Ortiz 1996), coffee production is also composed of  complex 
social and cultural relations. Thus, while the categorization does refl ect the ideal envi-
ronmental features of  coffee cultivation, the criteria used to parcelize the landscape are 
based entirely on the biophysical aspects of  coffee production and do not consider the 
role of  regional histories, farmers’ agency (through which they’ve responded differently 
to the crisis) or pre-existing social and economic conditions of  production. In Veracruz 
this landscape categorization has produced material consequences for both producers 
and their resources, as it has been used to guide the state’s intervention in the sector.  

SAGARPA, along with Consejo Veracruzana del Café and other regional orga-
nizations have been implementing projects in response to the coffee crisis—based on 
the spatialized characterization of  producer viability—throughout the state. Institutional 
strategies include the promotion of  intensifi ed coffee farming on viable lands over 600 
meters in elevation, assistance with commercialization for viable producers, and, for 
those farmers with less production potential, the “reconversion” of  their coffee fi elds to 
alternative crops (SAGARPA 2004). Coffee farms at, or below, 600 meters are a major 
concern. Land in this altitudinal zone is deemed “unsuitable” due to the assumed lower 
quality of  coffee beans produced here – typically infl uenced by warmer temperatures at 
these lower elevations. Since national coffee sector policy encourages the conversion of  
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farms producing low quality coffee to other land uses, lower elevation coffee farms have 
become major targets of  institutional intervention (SAGARPA 2004).    

COVERCAFE has aggressively pushed “reconversion” programs in Veracruz’s 
lower coffee producing zones, and boasts 100% producer participation in programs 
implemented in these areas. These programs focus on farm diversifi cation strategies that 
combine subsistence products with commercial goods to reduce farmer vulnerability 
to future market shocks. Recently introduced products include:  avocados, tomatoes, 
mangoes, maize, and timber species such as red cedar. Yet it appears that the identifi ca-
tion of  suitable alternatives to coffee, even in the context of  an explicit consideration 
of  subsistence needs, does not necessarily account for farmers’ own perceptions of  the 
viability of  these alternatives. The following sections describe how farmers, defi ned by 
different categories of  viability, have responded to the crisis both within and independent 
from these institutional initiatives.   

Methodology
 Fieldwork was undertaken in central Veracruz in July and August of  2003, and 

July of  2004 as part of  a broader study on coffee farmers’ responses to the collapse in 
coffee prices (Castellanos et al. 2002; Eakin et al. 2006). We worked closely with the staff  
of  INIFAP’s regional offi ce, who provided access to their analyses of  the coffee sector. 
Twenty-fi ve interviews with representatives of  producer associations (Consejo Regional 
del Café de Coatepec, COVERCAFE), regional academics and urban planners, as well 
as the state and federal agricultural ministries (SEDARPA and SAGARPA respectively), 
the federal environmental ministry (SEMARNAT), and forest service (CONAFOR) pro-
vided additional insights into the formation and implementation of  the state’s policies 
and coffee support programs in Veracruz.  

In addition to the institutional analysis, we selected two coffee-producing com-
munities, Bella Esperanza and Colonia Rodriguez Clara, for the focus of  the fi eldwork 
(Figure 1). The communities are quite similar in terms of  the length of  time that coffee 
has been a primary livelihood activity for the farmers, as well as in their management of  
coffee in shade-grown systems (Table 1). They diverge in terms of  the structure of  land 
tenure and elevation. Bella Esperanza, an ejido6, is located at 950 meters above sea level, 
whereas the producers of  Colonia Rodriguez Clara – at 1210 meters –  hold titles to their 
land, making the land tenure of  this community pequeña propiedad (private smallholdings). 
The difference in elevation was a primary criterion in selecting the communities, as our 
initial hypothesis suggested that state intervention, based on concepts of  viability, would 
differ according to elevation and that producer responses, both in the context of, and 
autonomous to, institutional support might also be infl uenced by land-use opportunities 
at different elevations.    

Thirty semi-structured interviews were conducted in each community. The inter-
views followed a protocol that addressed three primary themes: farm-level coffee pro-
duction, perceptions regarding changes in the coffee market and government support, 
and producers’ responses to the crisis both with, and independent from, institutional 
intervention. Respondents were also queried on their perceptions of  community-level 
land-use and/or environmental change resulting from producers’ responses to the low 
coffee prices. Participant observation (e. g. assisting in the harvest of  macadamia and 
bananas from coffee orchards) was also employed to gain insight into farmers’ practices 
and perceptions of  the farm management strategies they were employing. Informants 
were mostly male farmers but also included women producers and heads of  household. 
The sample included farmers who were returned emigrants, subsistence farmers, and 
community leaders. In addition to the fi eldwork in Bella Esperanza and Col. Rodriguez 
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Clara, additional in-depth interviews were conducted with coffee producers in the Central 
Veracruz communities of  Alto Lucero, Chiltoyac, Ursulo Galván, Vaquería, and Xalatla. 

Producer responses in the context of  state intervention

Product ‘re-conversion’

The community of  Bella Esperanza, whose suitability was deemed ‘medium’ for 
coffee production according to INIFAP’s categorization, is one of  many communities 
in the region that has received increased institutional support in recent years (INIFAP 

 
 
 
 

 
Bella Esperanza 

 
Col. Rodríguez Clara 

 
Total population 
 

1,336 
 

372 
 

 
Population without access 
to health services 
 

69.50% 
 

98.70% 
 

 
Households that use 
firewood for cooking 
 

 
 
29.5 % 

 
 
93.7% 

 
Land tenure 

 
Ejido 

 
Private title 

 
Average size of land 
holding*** 
 

 
2.97 ha 

 
.8 ha 

 
Principal crops 
(commercial and 
subsistence)*** 

 
Bananas, beans, coffee, 
lime, maize, peach, plum, 
sugarcane  

 
Bananas, beans, lilies, 
maize, squash, 
tomatoes  
 
 

 
Average number of years 
as coffee producer *** 
 

 
 
33 

 
 
35 

 
Type of shade trees used 
in coffee orchards 
(common names)*** 
 

 
Chalahuite, Higuerra, 
Jobo, Nescastle, Plátano, 

 
Chalahuite, Guaje, 
Ixpepe, Jenecvile, 
Naranga, Plátano 

 
Table 1.  Social Indicators and Agricultural Data, Community Level  
(Source:  INEGI 2000 and Household Survey, 2004***) 
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1999). As an ejido, almost all of  Bella Esperanza’s residents are members of  the National 
Peasants’ Confederation (CNC), a farmer organization affi liated with the PRI-state to 
which membership was often required for access to public goods and services during 
the PRI’s reign (de Janvry et al. 1997). More recently, producers in the community be-
came associated with COVERCAFE by taking part in a 2000 national census of  coffee 
producers, which made them eligible for federal programs managed by the organization.  
COVERCAFE has been active in promoting “re-conversion” programs in the communi-
ty, providing farmers with fruit tree saplings – mostly lime, plum and peach – as a method 
for reducing producers’ dependence on coffee. With COVERCAFE’s product conver-
sion program, farmers are paid 600 pesos (~60 U.S. dollars) for every hectare converted 
from coffee to new cultivars. COVERCAFE disperses the funds to producers, which 
come from SAGARPA. Complete conversion spans four years, with coffee producers 
replacing a quarter of  their coffee land each year with fruit trees.  

Thirteen respondents in Bella Esperanza had participated in these re-conversion 
programs, hoping to generate supplemental income with fruit sales, and two other farm-
ers had begun to cultivate fruit independently of  the program. However, all but two of  
the producers who had attempted to commercialize their harvests cited the lack of  mar-
kets for these alternative products as an emerging problem. As one coffee producer who 
planted a total of  twenty plum and peach trees eight years prior to the interview stated:

There are no markets for these fruits. We use them at home and some-
times can sell to our neighbors, but they are not worth much. My 
nephew lives in Tuzamapan [a community adjacent to Bella Esperanza] 
and he has the same problem – he grew fruits and now he cannot sell 
them.    

Other communities echoed similar market problems in shifting to new crops, 
perhaps a result of  the increased production of  these crops under the umbrella of  re-
conversion programs. In the community of  Vaquería, at an elevation of  800 meters, a 
third generation coffee producer expressed similar issues with increased lime cultivation 
in the ejido 

Some people have started cultivating limes here because they were given 
the trees and thought it could be more profitable. But limes don’t bring 
a good price and now there are problems finding markets….people 
can’t sell them.  They’re also difficult to harvest – they must be very 
green to sell and people here don’t have  much experience with this.  

Of  those surveyed, two respondents expressed positive results with the state-led 
reconversion programs. While the socio-economic status and farm-level production (e.g. 
number of  fruit trees, yields received) of  these two households was similar to other 
respondents, both households were unique in that they were able to develop marketing 
channels for their fruits. In both cases, the households had one male family member 
working as day laborers in the state capital of  Xalapa. At harvest, these individuals would 
transport the fruits to Xalapan markets prior to commencing their wage jobs in construc-
tion. Profi ts generated from the fruit sales were enough for both respondents to deem the 
reconversion projects as successful, and while the two households’ income structure was 
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diversifi ed through labor migration, access to markets was again cited as a major factor 
determining the success of  household production units in offi cial reconversion programs. 

Livelihood diversification: tomatoes

Tomatoes are another coffee alternative being promoted in the region. SAGARPA 
has funded the construction of  greenhouses for tomato cultivation in various coffee 
communities in central Veracruz. According to one SAGARPA offi cial, “Greenhouses 
are particularly useful in higher elevation coffee communities where the climate is too 
cold for fruit cultivation.” In both the communities of  Vaquería and Colonia Rodriguez 
Clara tomato cultivation had begun in several greenhouses as a means of  helping produc-
ers diversify their livelihoods with a marketable crop to supplement coffee production. 
While only one greenhouse had been built in Vaquería, at least four greenhouses were 
observed in Colonia Rodriguez Clara, and, according to one informant, as many as fi f-
teen had been built in the community.  

 According to INIFAP’s categorization, the land surrounding Colonia Rodri-
guez is wel-suited for coffee cultivation based on the selected physical attributes, com-
munity members’ perceptions of  the area’s suitability for coffee production supported 
the state’s determination. In the words of  one farmer, “This land is good for growing 
coffee. It’s not too hot or too cold and we don’t get many heavy rains.” Yet, aside from 
the greenhouse project, there has been little government support in the community since 
INMECAFE dissolved in 1989.  

As private landholders, community members who volunteered land for 
the construction of  the greenhouses (approximately 32m² each) control access, 
and many farmers are thus excluded from tomato cultivation. The state’s omis-
sion of  land tenure politics seems to have limited producer participation in this par-
ticular livelihood diversifi cation project; of  the thirty community members we spoke 
with, only four were cultivating tomatoes. However, despite the obvious dispar-
ity, only one respondent expressed frustration with being excluded from the green-
houses. The SAGARPA project confronted farmers with a commodity that required 
considerable technical knowledge and market expertise. One farmer complained

 A government program helped us build the greenhouse and gave us the 
seeds for the tomatoes. But many people here produce tomatoes so we 
can’t sell them easily, even though they are good quality. We mostly use 
them at home and sometimes we sell them in Xico, but it doesn’t bring 
a good price.

Ironically, farmers participating in this program - designed to increase their ties 
to commercial markets - were resigning themselves to subsistence use of  their harvests. 
Other farmers, observing their neighbors’ emerging market problems and struggles with 
a parasitic worm affecting tomato crops, were not persuaded that tomatoes were a viable 
option. As one coffee producer joked, “I already have problems with coffee, why would 
I want to start with the tomatoes?”  

In response to the market and ecological issues experienced with tomatoes, some 
producers have spontaneously begun to use the greenhouses to cultivate decorative lil-
ies. The lilies, however, also appear to have little potential in consistently supplementing 
household incomes, due to low prices (~20 pesos, or just under U.S. $2.00, for a bunch) 
and sporadic demand associated with the fl owers’ use. For now, the lilies are sold com-
munally or used to decorate the houses and festivals of  the producers. Despite their 
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apparent lack of  profi tability, the lilies do present an interesting case of  how producers 
responded to fl aws with the state supported crop, tomatoes, and invented a new green-
house alternative. 

Producers’ responses independent of  institutional intervention

Caña

For farmers frustrated with or excluded from alternatives being promoted through 
offi cial channels, the organized private sector also provides competing opportunities. In 
the lower, warmer elevations of  the Coatepec region – in communities like Bella Espe-
ranza and Tuzanmapan – sugarcane production has always co-existed with coffee but 
has transformed, as coffee prices declined, from cultivation in small plots for livestock 
feed to larger scale commercial production. All thirty respondents from Bella Esperanza 
noted a signifi cant increase in sugarcane production, unanimously attributed to low cof-
fee prices. Eight respondents had increased cane production on their plots as a result of  
the coffee crisis. Cane production in the community has thus transformed from what 
one community member described as “almost invisible” subsistence production on small 
plots to larger-scale commodity production. Many ejidatarios (ejido members) are replac-
ing some, or all, of  their total landholding with cane, creating a patchwork-like landscape 
in which large parcels of  cane border coffee plantations (Figure 2).  

                Figure 2. 

While not promoted through offi cial government channels, the conversion of  
shaded coffee orchards to sugarcane is another reconversion process driven by the capi-
talist expansion of  one of  Mexico’s historically most politically powerful industries. The 
regional sugar mill in Mahuixtlan, located approximately 7 km from Bella Esperanza, has 
played a signifi cant role in promoting sugarcane production in the region and actively 
supports conversion of  coffee to sugarcane. All costs incurred from the transition are 
paid by the mill, including the clearing of  shade trees, planting of  sugarcane, purchase 
and application of  agrochemicals and labor and machinery needed for the fi rst harvest. 
The mill also provides cash advances which are subtracted from the cane price at har-
vest.
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For coffee producers who have suffered a decade of  low prices, the support pro-
vided by the mill, along with the guaranteed sales at fi xed prices, are extremely attrac-
tive:

I would like to grow sugarcane. There is so much support from the 
mill, they help with everything – chemicals, labor, everything…and 
you know you can sell to the mill, it’s guaranteed. I have support from 
COVERCAFE, but in comparison to the mill it is not much. They came 
out to look at my land but they said it wasn’t good for cane…they like 
flat land because it’s easier to harvest.  

The economic future of  sugarcane, however, has been a topic of  speculation, 
centered in a recent international policy debate. In 2001, Mexico’s sugar industry was 
buckling under the strain of  increased fructose imports from the U.S., a resulting surplus 
of  Mexican sugar, and the subsequent illegal dumping of  sugar on the domestic market 
by some mill owners. The Mexican sugar industry, however, remains heavily regulated 
and subsidized by the federal government and current commodity surpluses have not yet 
resulted in low prices paid to producers. The future market stability of  Mexico’s sugar 
industry is questionable; NAFTA policies project duty-free trade in all sweetener prod-
ucts by 2008 (Malkin 2004; USDA 2006). Thus coffee producers that engage the private 
sector and cultivate cane as an alternative to low coffee prices may face similar shocks in 
the sugar industry resulting from trade liberalization.  

The long-term environmental viability of  sugarcane is also questionable. In addi-
tion to clearing shade-grown coffee plantations and removing the environmental benefi ts 
they provide, sugarcane, a grass monoculture, is among the most polluting agricultural 
industries in Mexico. Soil erosion is particularly high and heavy use of  agrochemicals is 
often required, making shaded coffee plantations, and the rich soils they produce, at-
tractive antecedents for sugarcane production. Respondents who transitioned to cane 
often cited problems associated with cane cultivation, including water contamination 
and health risks associated with agrochemical use, soil erosion, loss of  species diversity 
and nutrient loss in soils. As one farmer who recently converted a portion of  his land to 
sugarcane commented, “Sugarcane is fi nal.  Once you’ve planted it, you can’t change to 
something else. It [sugarcane] is hard on the soil – when it rains, the soil just disappears. 
I have to use a lot of  chemicals on the soils – it’s not like coffee.”   

Although many farmers associated environmental change with cane production, 
these environmental issues remain externalities in their individual decisions. In the con-
text of  dramatic price declines experienced by coffee producers, the long-term economic 
prospects of  sugarcane seem to be a distant concern that no farmers mentioned. Here, the 
motivation for planting cane was not the “suitability” or ecological viability of  the culti-
var in this particular location, but rather the substantial support for conversion by the pri-
vate sector sugar mill that was enabling the short-term viability of  individual households.
Palma camedor (Chamaedorea elegans)

One of  the more innovative and autonomous responses of  farmers to the cri-
sis was the cultivation of  new, non-traditional crops for export. In some areas palma 
camedor, a palm species endemic to tropical Latin America, is being intercropped 
with coffee plants in shaded systems. Although large-scale commercial production of  
the palm is not occurring, we did encounter several producers, all ejidatarios, in vari-
ous communities that were cultivating the palm for export, where it’s used as an or-
namental. None of  these producers were receiving institutional support for cultiva-
tion of  the palm.  Varieties of  the palm are based on frond size, the smaller varieties 
are exported to Japan, while larger palms are sent to the U.S. and Western Europe. In 
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one of  the communities visited, it appeared that the cultivation of  the palm originated 
as an autonomous response of  an entrepreneurial farmer to new market opportuni-
ties. The producer had always harvested small quantities of  the palm from a nearby 
forest, but had recently transplanted and began cultivating the palm on his farm in 
recognition of  the greater effi ciency of  palm production as compared to coffee:  

I have been growing the palm for six years – but before that I was 
cutting it [from the forest] for forty years. Now we can cut 50 bundles 
in two days and receive 1,000 pesos. We could never cut coffee in two 
days.  It takes the whole family to cut one quinta (48 kilos) of  café.  

 
In addition to the reduced labor inputs required for palm cultivation, the palm of-

fers signifi cant monetary benefi ts for households. While the average price paid to Mexi-
can producers for green coffee has hovered around 60 U.S. cents/lb since 2003 (ICO 
2005), a harvest of  the palm fronds can bring 1,000 pesos (~U.S. $100), signifi cantly 
supplementing household income. Although, like coffee, producers are selling the palm 
to local middlemen, some hope to establish direct links to exporters in the future, bypass-
ing middlemen and reducing profi t losses. As one producer suggested:

Every year, more and more people are growing palma camedor here. In 
the future, we should be able to transport the palm to the port [the city 
of  Veracruz] ourselves.      

The state has also recognized the production potential of  palma camedor. INIFAP’s Cen-
tral Gulf  offi ce currently experiments with the palm at its research stations and since 1997 
the palm has been regulated by the government’s norms for forest resource exploitation. 
Both factors have resulted in a growing number of  communities planting the palm (SE-
MARNAT 2004). While some producers expressed interest in establishing direct links to 
exporters in the future, one can’t help but wonder whether increased state promulgation 
of  the palm as a viable coffee alternative will create similar market issues as those expe-
rienced by farmers growing other state-sponsored cultivars. For now, however, farmers’ 
independent palm cultivation represents an innovate response to the coffee crisis, one 
that remains successful in supporting rural households in the face of  economic change.  

Migration

While some farmers have found successful crop alternatives such as sugar and 
palma camedor, others are using migration to enable their continued participation in 
the rural sector. Geographers and other social scientists (e. g. Bebbington 2000; Perrault 
2001; Klooster 2005) have demonstrated international migration, and the subsequent 
sending of  remittances, as a diversifi cation strategy deemed successful by households 
throughout Latin America as a means of  maintaining rural livelihoods. International mi-
gration has also been identifi ed as viable option for Mexican coffee producers in what 
Navarro (2004) describes as “the latest link in historic migration to the United States.” 
Recent trends in out-migration from Veracruz have been largely attributed to the eco-
nomic crisis in coffee (Navarro 2004; Urrea 2005). In 1992, for example, Veracruz ranked 
30th in Mexico as a migrant-sending state; between 1995-2000—a period which correlates 
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with the most acute downturn in coffee prices—the state lost an estimated 800,000 resi-
dents, ranking it forth in terms of  out-migration by 2002 (Navarro 2004). Migration to 
the United States was particularly high from ejido Bella Esperanza where eleven of  the 
thirty households queried were receiving remittances from abroad. As one offi cial from 
Consejo Regional del Café de Coatepec put it “People don’t want to leave their com-
munities, their families. If  they can stay, they will….but if  there are no jobs, they go to 
the border. 

In contrast to the perceived benefi ts international migration provides, coffee com-
munities in Veracruz became acutely aware of  the risks involved with migration in 2001, 
when thirteen coffee producers from Veracruz died of  heatstroke near Yuma, Arizona 
(Urrea 2005). A woman from Bella Esperanza articulated the tension between percep-
tions of  economic opportunity and potential risks: 

Many men from the ejido are going to the United States to work. They 
find jobs and can send money back to their families. But it is also very 
dangerous – we hear stories about crossing [the U.S.-Mexico border] 
and la migra [U.S. Border Patrol]. My son wants to leave, but I don’t 
want him to go yet…maybe things will change here.

Some communities were able to diversify livelihoods with regional migration. In 
Col. Rodriguez Clara all respondents in the colonia had at least one male family member 
working as day laborers – mostly in construction and the service industry - in nearby 
urban centers. As one producer describes, the geographic location of  this community 
has made day labor migration possible, and advantageous, over long-term migration to 
the border:

Here we are lucky…we are close to Xico, Coatepec and Xalapa. We can 
take the bus, work, and come home at night. In other places, like the 
Huasteca or Misantla, there aren’t many cities and people have to go 
further for work.   

According to interviewees, increased out-migration of  labor has risen most 
signifi cantly in the last ten years and has led to abandonment of  coffee plantations, 
leaving many fi ncas (coffee orchards) around the community fallow – without prun-
ing, harvesting or cleaning – as producers wait for prices to rebound. An estimate by 
a regional association of  coffee producers, Consejo Regional de Coatepec, speculated 
that 40% of  coffee plantations in this region have been temporarily abandoned (En-
viado 2005). Here, members of  farm households are migrating as a means to ensure 
their present livelihood viability, while banking on the hope that coffee will once again 
become an economic option. Ironically, the fi elds surrounding Col. Rodriguez Clara 
were designated as ‘well suited’ coffee production in the state’s categorization, yet it 
is these lands that are currently being left in fallow as farmers search for alternatives.
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Land sales for urban development

A complete transition away from coffee production –one of  the desired outcomes 
of  state policies designed to reduce the area in poor quality production – is occurring, 
but not necessarily in the regions designated “unsuitable” for production. The two grow-
ing urban areas in the Coatepec region, the town of  Coatepec and the city of  Xalapa, 
are quickly consuming prime coffee land that has historically surrounded them. In the 
one-year period between July 2003 and July 2004, several new housing developments 
had sprung up in former coffee lands around Coatepec and Xalapa. Respondents often 
expressed positive interest in the prospect of  selling their land for development as the 
prices paid for commercial real estate out-compete other land use prices. Housing and 
development experts in Xalapa attribute the development to the phenomena of  rising 
out migration of  middleclass residents from some of  Mexico’s more densely populated 
urban centers. This population is seeking the amenities of  more rural lifestyles, but desire 
to be relatively close to urban services. The colonial coffee town of  Coatepec, only 20 
minutes from Xalapa via the highway, is an ideal site for such expansion. 

It is unclear, however, the extent to which smallholders are participating in this 
urban expansion and land use conversion. Some of  the growth noted around the town 
of  Coatepec, for example, is attributed to the development endeavors of  several large 
coffee plantation owners who decided to diversify into real estate as coffee prices de-
clined (Figure 3). 

                 Figure 3.

According to some experts, the cultural ties of  smallholders to their coffee lands may 
inhibit them from actively participating in urban development initiatives. As one regional 
planning expert described: 

Coffee producers in Coatepec are more reluctant to sell their land. 
Coffee has many cultural and familial ties in Coatepec and people don’t 
want to abandon their land – they often ask for high prices that they 
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won’t receive.  

Land tenure issues also limit producer’s options regarding land sales. Although eji-
datarios were given the right to privatize their land under the 1991 constitutional amend-
ment to Article 27, many in Central Veracruz have not yet begun the privatization pro-
cess. Some ejidatarios, however, have strategic reasons for not privatizing thus far: 

I have not yet gotten the title to my land…. I am still waiting. Perhaps 
if  the city grows this way and someone wants to buy the land, I can sell 
it then...but for now I’ll grow coffee.

Discussion
Deregulation of  the international coffee industry, coupled with the restructur-

ing of  national economies, have positioned small-scale coffee producers throughout the 
world on the losing end of  global economic change – prompting both nations and pro-
ducers to devise new coping strategies  (Figure 4). 

    Figure 4.

In Veracruz, withdrawal of  the state from direct manipulation of  coffee prices and com-
mercialization has led to the formation of  new institutional alliances that in many ways 
perpetuate the legacy of  state intervention in agriculture through implementation of  
state-dictated development programs and support for crop conversion. The role of  the 
sugar industry—with its signifi cant federal subsidies— in promoting crop conversion in 
central Veracruz also suggests that the government is not alone in governing reconver-
sion processes. Indeed, the involvement of  various state and non-state actors (e.g. small-
holders, land developers, SAGARPA) in transforming and producing “viable” landscapes 
in central Veracruz suggests that environmental management has been reorganized in 
the “roll-out” phase of  neoliberalism to include new multi-scalar social relationships and 
arrangements (Perrault 2006). As social actors devise novel forms of  social organization 
within different settings (inter alia, the corporate sector, communities, and state agencies) 
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they have begun make, enact and contest decisions about natural resources, livelihoods 
and the environment (Haenn 2005, Perreault 2006). In central Veracruz, the concept of  
viability is indeed defi ned and practiced differently among the various social actors that 
currently struggle to manage and make a living from coffee landscapes.  

The state’s objectives, allied with parastatal coffee organizations, have shifted away 
from the former goal of  bolstering the PRI-state apparatus and now refl ect neoliberal 
defi nitions of  viability, which portray farmers’ agricultural productivity in terms of  their 
effi ciency and surplus potential in a competitive market. In Veracruz, this strict defi ni-
tion of  producer viability requires that coffee lands be made legible through methods 
of  categorization based entirely on the biophysical properties of  coffee production. A 
spatialized understanding of  the production potential of  Veracruz’s coffee lands has 
emerged from this categorization, and has been used to implement development projects 
throughout the state. Lower elevation coffee farms that produce comparatively low qual-
ity beans, for example, have become a major target for state-led crop conversion projects. 
Although coffee cultivation does require specifi c ecological conditions, production also 
has an important social component and – despite the attempts of  COVERCAFE to 
provide producers with new opportunities – the reduction of  farmers and landscapes to 
strict binaries such as ‘viable/unviable’ and ‘effi cient/ineffi cient,’ and the implementation 
of  development projects based on these constructions, ignores initiatives from producers 
themselves in the creation of  projects. 

While many producers have engaged state-led reconversion or livelihood diversi-
fi cation programs, some have begun to question the accuracy of  the state’s defi nition of  
viability. The state cites engagement with markets as a key component for viable farmers, 
but re-conversion initiatives promote identical crops in various communities, leading to 
commercialization problems for producers and tension between state and producer defi -
nitions of  viability. In some cases, farmers have appropriated the government sponsored 
projects towards ends that they perceive as more effective—such as lilies. Others have 
created new economic opportunities and social relationships—and thus their household 
“viability”—in migration, land sales, sugarcane and palms. Moreover, the livelihood di-
versifi cation strategies initiated autonomously by farmers seem – for now – to be far 
more effective alternatives than what the government has prescribed. These fi ndings 
support recent claims (Lomintz 2001) that small-scale farmers in Mexico – despite their 
newly evolving relationship with state institutions – are beginning to negotiate their his-
torically reactive position to the state.  

These strategies demonstrate not only the resilience and adaptability of  ru-
ral households in the face of  economic and institutional change, but a need for a new 
defi nition of  “viability” that enhances opportunities for decision-making at the house-
hold level, providing space for autonomous household responses to exogenous stres-
sors. This does not mean that continued participation of  state agencies and actors is 
not needed or is undesirable. In fact, the trends in migration, urban expansion and the 
precarious future of  the sugar market suggest that there are salient concerns at the 
scale of  the regional landscape related to individual farmers’ choices. Yet the analysis 
suggests that state institutions in Veracruz could take a more nuanced approach to de-
velopment projects, avoiding the application of  similar, prepackaged programs (e.g. 
livelihood diversifi cation with tomatoes) in communities based on simplistic catego-
rizations of  farmers and landscapes that refl ect the neoliberal ideologies of  the state.  

Conclusions
Based on the evidence presented in this article, we identify three ways in which the 

state itself  could become more effi cient in engaging with Veracruz producers in response 
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to market shocks in the coffee industry. First, rather than dedicating state resources to 
projects that are perceived as unviable and then re-negotiated by producers, the state 
could develop policies which channel resources directly to farmers to assist them in the 
development of  their own initiatives (e.g. cultivation of  palma camedor and the devel-
opment of  direct links between producers and exporters). In this light, the concept of  
viability would not be designed to compartmentalize opportunity and order landscapes, 
but should serve an emancipatory purpose. These initiatives, moreover, would likely in-
corporate farmers’ knowledge of  local variables which also infl uence agricultural viability 
- such as farm ecology, market accessibility or social capital. 

Second, where the state continues to develop and implement projects in response 
to the coffee crisis, producers would likely benefi t from a more diverse (and creative) 
selection of  ‘viable’ products used for crop conversions or livelihood diversifi cation. 
Rather than employing a traditional view of  which agricultural products are suitable for 
Veracruz farmers (e.g. citrus, sugar, avocados) the state could investigate the production 
potential of  higher-value niche market goods. INIFAP, for example, is currently experi-
menting with orchids, calla lilies, palma camedor, and other ornamentals at their Xalapa 
research station. INIFAP has begun to appropriate their technical knowledge of  these 
products to selected coffee producers who intercrop these export-oriented goods with 
coffee and subsistence crops. 

Finally, the state may indeed have a role to play, as an actor, or rather suite of  ac-
tors, with a vision beyond the temporal and spatial scale of  the individual household. As 
households respond to the changing global economy, access to natural resources - forests, 
water and soils, for example – can infl uence farmers’ decisions and the viability of  their 
adaptation strategies. Rather than trying to infl uence household decisions based on con-
straining perceptions of  landscapes and producers, the state could better serve producers 
through the regulation of  the natural resources and commonwealth upon which their live-
lihoods depend. Thus, producers could initiate responses to the changing economy, while 
the state intervenes in the protection of  broader scale environmental processes – water, 
forests and soils, for example – that determine producer “viability” in ecological terms.  

Notes

1 In the 1999/2000 growing season, Vietnam replaced Columbia as the world’s second 
largest producer and increased production from 64,000 60-kilo bags of  coffee in 1984 to 
15 million in 2004.  Source: www.ico.org.  
2 Data source:  International Coffee Organization, www.ico.org, last accessed 
12/11/2005.  
3 Snyder examines how neoliberal reforms led to the re-regulation of  markets in the cof-
fee producing states of  Chiapas, Guerrero, Oaxaca and Puebla.  
4 Many (Aguilar-Ortiz 1982; Greenberg et al. 1997; Moguel & Toledo 1999) have docu-
mented the environmental benefits of  Veracuz’s shaded coffee systems.  These stud-
ies have suggested that shaded systems serve as sites for water catchment, fertile soil 
production, carbon sequestration, habitat corridors for migratory bird populations, and 
biodiversity.   
5 Comparative advantage is an economic principle central to neoliberalism that suggests 
countries, geographical regions, or in this case farmers, should specialize in activities for 
which they have the greatest advantage in productivity relative to other regions.  
6 An ejido is a communally managed agrarian community established as part of  Mexico’s 
land reforms following the 1910 Revolution.
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